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We examine the conjecture that entropy production in subsystems of a given system can be used
as a dynamic criterion for quantum chaos in the latter. Numerical results are presented for finite
dimensional spin systems. A feature of especial importance is the power spectrum of the entropy
production which gets progressively more and more broad-banded as the degree of correlation in the
Hamiltonian matrix of the spin system is made to increase.
More than twenty years after the discovery of dynamic
localisation [1], possible features or signatures of quan-
tum chaos are still under active exploration. While ex-
tensive investigations have lent overwhelming support to
a set of sharp conjectures and predictions relating to sta-
tionary aspects of the problem like level statistics and
eigenvector distributions (see, e.g., [2{4]), corresponding
dynamic criteria of quantum chaos are only recently be-
ginning to take shape. One recalls that a simple-minded
search for chaotic features in quantum time evolution of
a system along lines similar those in classical evolution
should yield negative results in consequence of the lin-
earity of the Schro¨dinger equation. A more fruitful ap-
proach, on the other hand, would be to focus on reduced
states of subsystems. Recent investigations have focussed
on entropy production in subsystems [5,6] as an impor-
tant indicator in the context of quantum chaos.
A requirement of central importance in the characteri-
sation of quantum chaos is that while the criteria of chaos
must yield appropriate results in the semi-classical limit
for systems having classical analogs, the criteria them-
selves should not involve explicit reference to the classi-
cal limit, and must remain meaningful and relevant in the
deep quantum regime as well where no classical analog
can be established. Looked at from this point of view,
the stationary criteria of level statistics and eigenvector
distribution are satisfactory in that they are specically
quantal in nature. Dynamical criteria like the spreading
of wavepackets examined in earlier investigations (see,
e.g., [7,8]) on quantum chaos are not entirely satisfac-
tory on this count since they refer to time scales pertain-
ing to the semiclassical limit. By contrast, the dynamic
criterion of entropy production in subsystems retains its
relevance in the deep quantum regime as well as in the
semiclassical one.
Quantum chaos has acquired a special relevance in the
context of quantum information processing and quantum
computation [9] in that it reflects in the manner in which
decoherence and entanglement [10{12] arise in a system
of qbits. Entropy production can be used in this context
as a natural measure of decoherence, and it seems appro-
priate to look at various features of entropy production
in order to formulate a suciently satisfactory and uni-
versal dynamic criterion for quantum chaos. The degree
of entanglement, which is represented by entropy produc-
tion under certain circumstances, has also been shown to
be sensitive to the presence of classical chaos [5,13,14].
The present paper folows this line of approach and aims
to point out that features of entropy production are rel-
evant in characterising quantum chaos, one such useful
feature being the time dependence of entropy production
as revealed by its power spectrum. More precisely, start-
ing from an initial state (0) of a system S made up of
subsystems S1 and S2, we let the system evolve for a time
t and obtain the reduced state R(t) of S1 on taking par-
tial trace over S2. We then look at the time dependence
of R. Even when one starts from a pure state (0), R
turns out more often than not to correspond to a mixed
state and there takes place, in general, a decoherence
with the passage of time. As mentioned above, one can
measure the extent of decoherence by the reduced von
Neumann entropy
sR(t) = −trace(R(t)lnR(t)): (1)
We compare features of time dependence of sR(t) for
a system conforming to the predictions of random ma-
trix theory (RMT) with the corresponding features for a
‘regular’ (see below) syestm. We present evidence that
while the former is characterised by a broad-band power
spectrum the latter involves only a few discrete peaks, in-
dicative of a quasiperiodic time dependence.The system
we consider is the simple one of an interacting assembly
(S) of n spins or, in other words, an n-qbit system. The
state space has dimension N = 2n, and the Hamiltonian
determining the time evolution of S is an N N matrix.
While quantum chaos in the true sense is expected to
emerge only in the limit N !1, we consider nite (and
rather low) values of N here so as to present in as simple
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a context as possible the features we aim to underline in
this note. Finite dimensional considerations are, more-
over relevant in numerous contexts relating to quantum
computation.
Thus, we consider, rst, an N  N real symmetric
Hamiltonian matrix Hc with randomly distributed ma-
trix elements for which the stationary features predicted
by RMT are conformed to and, next, a second Hamilto-
nian matrix Hr that is equivalent to the Harper Hamil-
tonian on a torus. In the qbit representation the Hamil-
tonians correspond to strong and long-range interactions
among the qbits. Alternatively, either of these can also
be interpreted to represent the Hamiltonian of a chain of
N fermions of the form
∑
aij(ci+cj + cicj+); (2)
where aij = aji, and ci, ci+ denote fermion annihilation
and creation operators. For Hc , the coecients aij are
chosen as randomly distributed matrix elements (subject
to reality ad hermiticity) while, for Hr, we take
Hr = γ1T + γ2V: (3)
Here γ1 , γ2 are real constants,
Ti,i+1 = Ti+1,i = T1N = TN1 = 1=2 (i = 1; :::N − 1);
(4)
and
Vij = cos(2j=N)ij : (5)
This represents a Harper’s Hamiltonian
Hr = γ1 cos(2p=P ) + γ2 cos(2q=Q); (6)
on a torus of area PQ with N basic states (h = PQ=2N)
and with torus boundary conditions !1 = !2 = 0. In the
fermion-chain interpretation, Hc represents a Hamilto-
nian in the 1-fermion subspace for the chain [14]. How-
ever, in the following, we refer to Hc and Hr simply as
Hamiltonians of an interacting spin system. With the
Hamiltonian of the system S dened as above, we focus
on a subsystem S1 made up of, say, p(< n) specied spins






where H = Hc or Hr as the case may be, and where
Tr(n−p) indicates partial trace with respect to states of
the remaining (n−p) number of spins. We then calculate
sR(t) of Eq.(1). We present below numerical results for
n = 8 (N = 256), and p = 5, i.e., a subsystem made up
of ve spins. For convenience of presentation, we repre-
sent all the quantities as dimensionless; in other words,
we use arbitrary but consistent units.
Figures 1 and 2 give a comparison of the typical time-
dependence of sR(t) for Hc (Fig. 1) and for Hr (Fig. 2)
with the same value of h. For the sake of comparison
we subtract a constant term from each matrix element of
Hc, Hr so as to reduce to zero the mean of all the matrix
elements.


















FIG. 1. Entropy production as a function of time for Hc, with h¯ =

















FIG. 2. Same as Fig. 1, but now for Hr; note the mor
Referring to Fig.s 1 and 2, we note the following dis-
tinctive features of sR(t) : (i) there is an initial ‘transient’
regime in which sR(t) increases more rapidly for Hc than
for Hr; (ii) after the initial transient regime there arises
a ‘steady’ state in which sR(t) fluctuates according to
some invariant pattern; however, the mean value around
which the fluctuation takes place is, in general, larger for
Hc than for Hr; (iii) the fluctuation is more erratic for
Hc than for Hr - while the latter is quasiperiodic in na-
ture, the former is random by comparison. The contrast
between the modes of fluctuation in the two situations
under study is seen more clearly in Figures 3 and 4 where
we present the power spectrum of the fluctuations in sR.
One nds that the power spectrum for Hc is a broad-band
one while that for Hr has a relatively smaller number of
sharp peaks.
In order to set in perspective the distinction between
Hr and Hc one can compute the nearest neighbour level
spacing distribution for the two Hamiltonians. One ob-
serves (not shown in our gures) that the level spacing
distribution for Hc is close to the Wigner distribution
implied by RMT, while that for Hr deviates to a large
extent from the Wigner distribution and is, in fact, closer
to the Poisson distribution followed by systems close to
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integrable classical systems. In other words, there ex-
ists a discernible correlation between stationary features
implied by the RMT and dynamic features of entropy
production in subsystems. Put dierently, entropy pro-
duction can indeed be taken as a valid dynamic criterion
for quantum chaos - a criterion, moreover, that makes no
direct reference to classical time evolution.













FIG. 3. Power spectrum of sR(t) for Hc; the initial transient regime has been ignored while obtaining the power spectrum;
note the broad-band nature of the spectrum.
















FIG. 4. Power spectrum of sR(t) for Hr; note that the spectrum consists of a few sharp peaks, in contrast to Fig. 3.
A quantum system represented by a Hamiltonian with
randomly distributed matrix elements is, in a sense, anal-
ogous to classical systems exhibiting ‘hard’ chaos. By
contrast, analogs to ‘regular’ classical systems would be
ones with Hamiltonian matrices having correlated ma-
trix elements. In between, there exist Hamiltonian ma-
trices with matrix elements having various intermediate
degrees of correlation. It would be interesting to see if
features of entropy production in subsystems of such sys-
tems is, in some sense, intermediate between those of
the systems considered above, analogous to the fact that
systems characterised by ‘soft’ chaos in the semiclassi-
cal limit exhibit level spacing distributions intermediate
between the Wigner and Poisson distributions(see e.g.,
[15]).
With this in view we modify our Hamiltonian Hr by
replacing a given fraction of matrix elements with ran-
domly distributed ones. To be more precise, we construct
a family of Hamiltonian matrices H(f) depending on the
parameter f(0 < f < 1) where increasing values of f
correspond to greater degrees of correlation between the
matrix elenments. H(f) is obtained from Hr by replacing
(Hr)mn with randomly distributed numbers for m; n sat-
isfying jm− nj > fN , where f is some chosen fraction.
Plots of sR(t) for decreasing values of f(not shown in our
our gures) indicate that decreasing values of the degree
of correlation f indeed correspond to a gradual transition
in features of entropy production from those of regular
systems (Fig. 2) to chaotic ones (Fig. 1), being inter-
mediate between the two. This is further corroborated
from Figures 5 and 6 where we display the corresponding
power spectra for two chosen values of f . One observes
that with decreasing f the power spectrum of entropy
production becomes more and more broad-banded.
The fact that the dynamic criterion of chaos indicated
in this paper including, in particular, the power spec-
trum of entropy production, is well correlated with the
static criteria implied by RMT is borne out by looking
at eigenvector distributions of H(f) for various values of
f .















FIG. 5. Power spectrum of sR(t) withf = 0.9; the spectrum is still sha
that in Fig. 4.













FIG. 6. Power spectrum of sR(t) with f = 0.8; the spectrum is now
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FIG. 7. Residual parameters of eigenvectors for f = 0.9 (upper curve) compared with those for an uncorrelated Hamiltonian
(f = 0, lower curve); all the residual parameters are high compared to the uncorrelated case, indicating a large deviation from
predictions of RMT.
The results are presented in Figures 7 and 8 in which
the residual parameters for the eigenvectors of H(f) are
displayed, once again for a chosen pair of values of f . The






(pk − pk(0))2) 12 ; (8)
where the set of numbers pk represent the probability
distribution for the elements of the eigenvector and pk(0)
stands for a Gaussian distribution with the same mean
and variance. Low values of r for all the eigenvectors im-
plies a correspondingly high degree of allegiance to the
predictions of the RMT. One observes from the gures
that decreasing values of f indeed corresponds to an in-
creasing degree of conformity to the stationary features
implied by RMT.

















FIG. 8. Same as Fig. 7, but now with f = 0.7; as compared with Fig. 7, values of residual parameter are closer to those in
the uncorrelated case.
In summary, we have presented evidence that features
of entropy production, including the power sprctrum in
the steady state, in subsystems of a given system can be
used as dynamic criteria of quantum chaos in the latter.
Such dynamic criteria complement the stationary criteria
discussed in the literature. The features presented show
a progressive transition from regular to chaotic systems
when the degree of correlation in the underlying Hamil-
tonian matrix is made to decrease.
While entropy production in subsystems can be
loooked upon as an ‘internal’ dynamic criterion for chaos,
dynamic features of an ‘external’ nature have also been
discussed in the lterature in various related contexts
[16{19], namely the distinctive features of chaotic sys-
tems in interaction with or perturbed by external ones.
It is apparent that the distinctive features of entropy
production in chaotic systems has several interesting con-
sequences. Details will be presented in a future publica-
tion.
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